MULTI-LAYER OF MICROPERFORATED PANELS

TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
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• Random Incidence
• Absorption Coefficient
• Transmission Loss • Continuity and Force equilibrium -fully coupled Replication is the process of choosing the best individuals to participate in the production of offspring.
Crossover is to reconstruct points by mixing from the pool. Each solution is split in two by the crossover point, which is chosen at random.
Mutation is a random change of some individuals.
• • Constraints • Finite size wall alter performance (L = 0.25 m, M = 3 kg/m*m)
• Genetic Algorithm was used for optimization: function for optimization is not differentiable and also is not continuous at some points
• Suspended multilayer systems can dissipate almost all incident acoustic energy
• Finite size will impact performance
RANDOM INCIDENCE CASE
• Optimization for Dissipation coefficient
ABSORPTIVE BARRIER (I): Maximize TL
• Use for blocking noise propagating from one side to other
• One direction was considered
• Maximizing transmission loss
• Remove the valley point (eliminate minima in TL, which does not guarantee high peak TL) 
